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Connected cars are changing the automobile industry. More and more car dealers in the North America are 
embracing the trend to adopt aftermarket telematics solutions to increase operation e�ciency and grow profits. 
According to research from Berg Insight, total aftermarket car telematics system shipments will grow from 26.6 
million units worldwide in 2021 to 44.3 million units in 2026.

Partner with Queclink to stop searching and start finding!

Still keeping the consumers wait for test drive? Streamline lot management 
by adopting the GPS tracking solution built on Queclink’s telematics device

With Queclink’s telematics solution, pinpointing the location of a test-drive 
vehicle is just a few clicks away. No more lengthy waits during the sale 
not only improves the buying experience but also empowers the sales 
team. 

The onboard telematics device switches to continuous report mode as 
the test-drive car moves out of the lot – giving dealers almost real-time 
visibility of the car location. The geo-fencing technology allows dealers 
to get alerts on unauthorized movement of vehicles during and after 
hours. 

Queclink’s GPS Solution for Car Dealers
Streamlining lot management and improving customer experience
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A closed deal doesn’t necessarily mean the end of a consumer relation-
ship. Car dealers can easily covert the reliable GPS tracking solution 
onboard to provide more value-added services for consumers and grow 
profits after the sale. 

For example, a theft recovery system is popular and much needed by auto 
buyers. Talk about increasing consumer satisfaction? Nothing compares to 
the swift recovery of a stolen beloved car to an anxious consumer.

Queclink’s wireless asset tracker, which allows for easy covert installa-
tion, is often utilized by our customers to add an extra layer of security to 
dealer assets.

Even in cases where sni�ers are utilized, the Queclink wireless asset 
tracker can stay unnoticed by hiding in sleep mode. Dealers can wake up 
the backup tracker to locate and recover the lost vehicle.

Deal closed? Continue to bring more value to consumers with Queclink’s 
stolen vehicle recovery technology

Need better monitoring of loaner vehicles? Rely on Queclink’s telematics 
device to repossess a vehicle at any time 
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 Queclink’s GL500MG

Features one of the longest lasting batteries
among similar sized devices in the market

High-precision GNSS positioning
Easy to deploy with multiple mounting options
Battery lasting up to 7 years with 1 report per day
IP67 casing - functioning well even in harsh environment
Tamper detection with built in light sensors
Certification ready for multiple market regions
(Verizon, AT&T, PTCRB, CE, Orange, Anatel, FCC, USCC)
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